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Hello & Welcome to your
march 2021 Astrology Magazine

PATRICK ARUNDELL

Welcome to March, a month which sees the dreamy, drifty energies of
Neptune, the co-ruler of Pisces, come to the fore in a really influential but
positive way. This gives us the chance to embrace the potential for healing,
especially from a wonderful Pisces New Moon of the 13th.
But this month also sees the power of Mars unleashed so positively, forging
as it does, in its journey through Gemini some stunning alliances. The Spring
Equinox on the 20th marks the start of the new astrological calendar and is
also invigorated by the magic of Venus, joining the Sun in a close alliance in
Aries for ten days, fab for daring love or relationship moves.

from the editor...

ALYSSA ARUNDELL

This Month you can dive further into your specific Zodiac Sign to see what the Month
of March holds for you, in both written and video format. Also please join me for your
Monthly Tarot Card Reading - this month I explore the Ten of Cups, which could see
an improvement in our home or family life this Month.
Wishing you a very safe and healthy March - Love Alyssa x
www.patrickarundell.com

LILY COLLINS BIRTHDAY
Star of film ‘Mirror, Mirror’
Lily Collins is the ‘fairest of them
all’ more of an English rose than
lily. As with natural onscreen
beauty, this Lily seems to be
springing up everywhere and
picked for everything, from
modelling and presenting to
writing, acting and like her old
dad, singing a note or two!
Though, not in her father’s
shadow, she does seem to have
the ‘invisible touch’ of Musician,
Phil’s talent, or can the seeds of
this ‘genesis’ be found in her
natal chart.
born with the Sun,
Mercury, Venus and North
Node altogether in watery
Pisces, this combination
means life and love appears
to go along swimmingly for
this ‘water-Lily’! As Venus
bestows an ease here, in
terms of communication, day
to day living, appearance
and in general, obtaining
what one wants out of life

As her father may have sung about not
hurrying love and having
to wait,‘as love don’t come easy!’
but for daughter Lily, it really
does. This evident by her big break into
‘showbiz’ at the tender age of two on
BBC’s Growing Pains.
Her Leo Moon makes her instinctively
at home under the bright lights, with an
angular Pluto in Scorpio pushing her
further into the spotlight.
This strong Pluto placement also gives
her a magnetic attraction, as well as an
intense, dramatic quality
With lucky Jupiter and action
orientated Mars both in adaptable
Gemini, this allows her to quickly
learn new skills and reinforcing the
ability to get where she wants to in
life, with her plentiful Pisces Planets
providing the momentum to drive her
on.
This aided by disciplined Saturn and
creative Neptune together in
Capricorn, along with Uranus giving
her originality.

DOWNLOAD
your FREE
Natal Chart
PLEASE CLICK/TAP HERE

Monthly Horoscopes for all Signs - March 2021

Aries 21 March - 20 April
Need friends who can support you in your
ventures? Now is the time to reach out. Plus,
with a focus on a quieter zone, finding
closure on issues that have held you back, could
be the key to success.
The New Moon on the 13th is perfect for taking
up meditation, yoga or any practice that inspires
peace of mind. From week three, you’ll be in your
element and ready to get moving on those plans
that inspire you. A relationship may begin to
show great promise.

Taurus 21 April - 21 May
Let money matters slip? You’ll be motivated to sort
out finances and regain control. As dynamic Mars
moves into Gemini, this is a great opportunity to
sell items and earn extra cash.
An encounter around the 13th, could be the start
of a new friendship or romance that lights up your
life. Joining groups and clubs will bring new
opportunities and ideas into the mix. From week
three, tie up loose ends and make space for all the
good things coming your
way.

Gemini 22 May - 21 June
Take a bow Gemini, as you continue to be in the
spotlight, giving you a chance to let others see
how talented you are. Don’t bypass an opportunity
to take up new responsibilities, as this can
enhance your image.
With Mars moving into your sign, you’ll be eager to
explore new ideas and link up with others on your
wavelength. Reaching out and making valuable
new connections which pave the way for fresh
interests and experiences, could be so very good
for you.

Cancer 22 June - 23 July
Ready for something new? A focus on your sector
of adventure, can be a call to move out of your
comfort zone and to take on a challenge. The New
Moon on the 13th is the perfect time to make a
start, as your plans could quickly build momentum.
From March 20th, get ready for a more dynamic
phase as the Sun enters your sector of ambition.
It’s time to shine, so don’t hold back from revealing
your talents. If you are willing to take the plunge,
the rewards will be yours.

Leo 24 July - 23 August
Need to resolve financial, business or relationship
issues? If so, the New Moon on the 13th can
encourage you to act. You may need
to do some deep digging to get to the heart of the
matter, but once you do, change could be swift.
Socially you are on a roll, and keen to break new
ground by joining with others who share your
interests and goals. From week three adventure
calls, and you’ll be ready for experiences and
opportunities that pave the way for fresh
developments.

Virgo 24 August - 23 September
It’s onwards and upwards, as Mars powers into
a
prominent zone inspiring you to take your goals
and ambitions seriously. The actions you take
this month can see you making serious
progress. The New Moon on the 13th, is the
time to take a romance or business relationship
to the next
level.
With the moon tide assisting, things could go
from strength to strength. As the Sun moves
into Aries on the 20th, this potent influence
might enable you to make long overdue
changes.

Libra 24 September - 23 October

The urge to explore new thinking, to study and
engage with fresh ideas, can help in uncovering
dynamic opportunities that you won’t want to
miss. But to take full advantage, you’ll need to
reorganize your schedule to fit them in. A few
tweaks could do the trick.
Relationships come to the fore from March 20th,
bringing a chance to clear the air and find ways
to work harmoniously together. The Full Moon
on the 28th may be emotional, if you choose to
share your true feelings.

Scorpio 24 October - 22 November
What do you most love to do, Scorpio? The
coming weeks bring a chance to let your
imagination run free, and indulge hobbies and
activities that bring pleasure. Have creative
skills? Use the New Moon on the 13th,
to showcase your work to anyone who is
interested.
Who knows where this may lead! Ready to
change your lifestyle? The Sun’s move into Aries
from week three, could be a call to reset your
priorities so that you don’t feel overwhelmed.
Taking time to recharge is key.

Sagittarius 23 November - 21 December
As instigator Mars animates key relationships, its
presence in Gemini can inspire you to hold key
conversations that clear the air and encourage
discussion and negotiation. Still, a desire to step
back from life and attend to home and family
affairs, could encourage you to recharge and
nurture yourself.
Use the New Moon on the 13th to initiate
domestic or DIY plans. From the 20th, new
adventures may call out to you. A desire to let off
steam might find you eager to exercise, Archer.

Capricorn 22 December - 20 January
You may be curious about new options, and
ready to make exciting discoveries related to
work, business and routines. Looking for a
balanced lifestyle? If it’s a case of all work and
no play, you’ll want to remedy this so you have
more time for family, exercise and fun.
The New Moon on March 13th is perfect for
adopting uplifting habits. From week three,
domestic matters are in focus. A surge of energy
can inspire decorative and other homely
projects, Capricorn.

Aquarius 21 January - 19 February
Keen to get your finances in order? The cosmos
encourages you to get organized by looking at
spending and saving options. Initiate any new
plans around the New Moon in week two, for a
positive outcome. With Mars in a dynamic zone,
be prepared to showcase your creative skills and
other talents.
The things you do for love could earn you money.
From week three, reaching out can boost
friendships, resolve difficulties and encourage new
business, Aquarius.

Pisces 20 February - 20 March
The Sun in your sign until March 20th, means it’s
time to focus on those ideas and opportunities
that are important to you. What makes your
heart sing? Embrace it, and you’ll be revitalized.
With a New Moon in your sign on the 13th, there
is the option of a fresh start.
Whatever your goals, begin them now for best
results. You’ll be keen to get moving on
domestic plans, as Mars moves into your home
zone. If you have lacked the motivation to start,
you’ll soon be back on track. From week three,
money matters gain in importance, encouraging
a new beginning.
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& tarot store
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I use Skype/Zoom for readings and this way I
can share my screen with you and show you
how the planets are impacting on your situation.
All consultations are recorded and shared at the
conclusion of the reading.
For best results for recording a Skype/Zoom
Consultation please use Desktop or a Tablet, if
possible.
*If you choose a 60 Minute reading, I will also
prepare you a FREE 12 Month Personal
Horoscope Report which will be emailed after
the reading.

Please click/tap here to Book your
Personal Consultation

WHAT PEOPLE ARE
SAYING...
ONLINE REACH
YouTube Subscription - 84.5k
YouTube Views - 24million
Instagram Followers 11k*

LATEST TESTIMONIALS
27th February 2021, GW – Los Angeles – USA “Patrick is as astute as they come; with a
very caring and insightful heart. Whilst doling out rare astrological gems, he delivers
sage advice in a pragmatic and applicable way. I’ve had my fair share of astro readings
and I must say, Patrick’s style is my favorite.”

24th February 2021, VS - California - USA "Patrick is amazing! I’ve had numerous reads
about my chart and never has anyone been as detailed, accurate and informative as
Patrick is. I feel so much better on my life’s journey after speaking with him. The clarity
I feel, as well as a map helping me through my decisions is truly priceless. I cannot wait
to apply this information to my life and have another view with Patrick in the near
future!"

16th February 2021, KMT – Manchester – UK “Wow wow and double wow. Patrick gives
the most phenomenal insight. He is both patient and knowledgeable- the perfect mix.
He is so accurate having read for me before and predicted detailed events almost to
the day. Super talented – would recommend without hesitation”

16th February 2021, DS – LA – USA “Oh Patrick you are so awesome. What I always
have loved and respected about you and your delivery, knowledge , abilities – the
truth. Your sessions with me assist me with that deeply . Thank you so so much!!!”

Please click here to discover more...

MONTHLY HOROSCOPE VIDEOS MARCH 2021

WITH PATRICK ARUNDELL

Welcome to my Monthly Horoscope Videos.
Please CLICK on your ZODIAC SIGN BELOW for your FREE
Horoscope Video Reading.
Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio,
Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces...
please click here to view

To watch your year
2021 video
please click/tap here

MONTHLY TAROT VIDEOS MARCH 2021

WITH ALYSSA ARUNDELL

Welcome to my Monthly Tarot Videos.
Please CLICK on your ZODIAC SIGN BELOW for your FREE
Horoscope Video Reading.
Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio,
Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces...
please click here to view

To watch your year
2021 video
please click/tap here

WHAT PEOPLE ARE
SAYING...
LATEST TESTIMONIALS
19th February 2021, AS – Ireland “I had the most amazing reading with Alyssa today.
She was kind, compassionate and understanding. I felt completely comfortable
opening up during my reading and Alyssa understood my situation completely. Do not
hesitate to book a reading with Alyssa, you won’t be disappointed! I am looking
forward to returning in six months time to see my progress!”
18th February 2021, F – Oklahoma – USA “Hi Alyssa!! thanks so much for a fabulous
reading today!! really looking forward to our next one!!”

15th February 2021, A – Skeeton – UK “Dear Alyssa, Thank you so much, it really gave
me some clarity on the situation and I am much more confident now in my decision, I
am feeling really positive for the future!!
8th January 2021, J – London – UK “Hello Alyssa. Thank you so much for this lovely and
very useful reading. You have the gift to make People feel good It’s a gift.”
6th January 2021, AS – Florida – USA “Dear Alyssa, thank you very much for the
reading. You are amazing. Everything that you told me was right on point. And I really
mean everything! I will reach back to you in 6 months for a new reading. You have a
client for life, in me”
21st December 2020, D – New Zealand – “Thank you so much for your exceptional
reading!! I loved it – exactly perfect!! So well read on all accounts and such wonderful
confirmation for me as I feel you give me an objective view/ reading that gives me the
sounds I need to hear. I have never received spiritual teachings from anyone in the
physical dimension, all my teaches/masters have been in the higher dimensions of
light, so its a special treat to have your perspective and expertise on all matters.”

march 2021 MONTHLY
TAROT CARD READING
As is frequently the case
with general numerology, in
tarot numerology when a
number is bigger than nine,
its digits are added
together, thus ten become
1+0. According to tarot
numerology, ‘one’ is
associated with achieving
our goals.
Glad tidings! The joy we
seek is within our grasp.
This is a time when the
deepest joys of life can
bring us great happiness,
thus family matters,
relationships and emotional
well being are all potential
sources of delight.

The Ten of Cups is like all cups, a card connected to
emotions, so romantic matters should be particularly
blessed. The Ten of Cups is also a card that brings
contentment to relationships which are ‘near’ to us in
some way. This could refer to emotional closeness,
genetic ties, family bonds or simply being on a good
footing with the folks in our neighbourhood.
Sometimes family life can be a bit strained, and the Ten
of Cups suggests that reconciliation is possible, although
it may be ourselves who has to offer an olive branch first.
If times have been tough of late, this card is a truly
welcome sight as it brings the hope of better times
around the corner, particularly in relation to emotional
fulfilment and a more balanced existence.
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August MONTHLY TAROT CARD READING

Sometimes the most obvious answer is
the right one, and yes, when the Strength
card appears, it can simply be that our
physical condition is improving, which is
why it is so welcome to those who have
suffered poor health.
Of course, if tarot cards were that
straight forward everyone would be a
tarot reader, so we need to think about
strength in a more profound way.

